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nominated her for Newcomer of the
Year. Now that she has enhanced her-
self, she is Model of the Year material.

Alana Anderson’s extended nipples
were a sight to see. What a discovery! I
held back as long as I could, and when
the pressure got too intense, I had to
release a huge quantity of cum.–T.S.,
Aurora, Colorado

Dear T.S.: Yes, Eva Notty is a finalist for
2009 Newcomer of the Year. The winner
will be announced in the June ’10 issue.

By the way, you referred to Natalie Fiore
as having “enhanced herself.” In case any-
body might have misunderstood, Natalie’s
breasts are 100% natural. Her growth
spurt came from a fortunate weight gain:
all of the extra pounds went to her chest.

SCORE 5

SCORE GIRLS KEPT HIM HARD
THROUGH SOME HARD TIMES
Dear SCORE,

A big thank you to all the beautiful
models, the photographers and staff of
SCORE and Voluptuous for all of the
pleasure I receive. I am especially
grateful for being cheered up by your
girls during a recent time of grief and
for a thoughtful email of condolence I
received from Mr. Elliot James.

All of your girls are wonderful. I do
have favorite models whose names I
will not mention because I want to
thank every one of you. Unlike many
girlie magazines, there are never any
boring or mediocre girls in SCORE or
V-Mag. I guess that is because so many
top quality, world-class models either
approach your editors or are discov-
ered by your staff that you never have
to fill your pages with second-class tal-
ent. That is real evidence of your quali-
ty and reputation.

I’d like to express my opinion on a
question that your editor raised in

EVA NOTTY AND NATALIE FIORE:
TWO GREAT TRANSFORMATIONS
Dear SCORE,

I had to do a double take when I got
to Eva Notty’s feature in the December
’09 issue. You are absolutely right
about her looking like Cindy Cupps
and Crystal Gunns. What a change
from her first appearance in Naughty
Neighbors, and wow, what an improve-
ment! Is she eligible for 2009 New-
comer of the Year?

When Natalie Fiore first appeared, I

SCORECARDA PUBLIC FORUM FOR READERS’ LETTERS,  
COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS. 

SEND YOUR LETTERS!

If you have comments, criticisms 
or suggestions, send them to: 

SCORECARD, 1629 N.W. 84 Ave. 
Miami, Florida 33126. Or email us

at: score@scoregroup.com

One SCORE editor remarked that newcomer Eva Notty (above left) looks like the love child
of Crystal Gunns (above center) and Cindy Cupps (above right). What a great combination!

Natalie
Fiore did
the impos-
sible: She
got better!

When a
SCORE Girl
has an ass
like Janet
Jade’s, she
shows off
all of her
assets.

Alana Anderson
(Dec. ’09) has
wonderful tits,
but her long,
hard nips make
her special.
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The U.S. Post Office only forwards
periodicals-rate mail for 60 days, so we
must have your new address within three
weeks of your move to guarantee that
you’ll get all your issues. We cannot be

held responsible for non-delivery of issues
due to your address change. 

MAIL TO: SCORE Change of Address, 
1629 N.W. 84 Avenue, Miami, FL 33126.

Please include your mailing label or a legible
copy. UK SUBSCRIBERS: Please contact us

at the above address.

reply to a reader in a recent letters col-
umn. The question was whether you
should show more ass, less ass or keep
it the same. I think it depends on how
magnificent an individual girl’s ass is. I
have come to see that girls who have
huge, natural tits of V-Mag quality
often have glorious asses that should
be given prominence, but never forget-
ting that we buy SCORE and Voluptu-
ous first and foremost for the tits. For
example, right now I’m looking at
Janet Jade, who is thrilling from both
the front and the rear. Slim girls with
huge, enhanced tits may have less-fan-
tastic butts, and their photos should
concentrate on their tits and pussies.
–R.N., via email

HOW MANY SCORE MEN CAN

CUM ON A SCORE GIRL’S TITS?

Dear SCORE,
I actually had the idea for Tits & Tugs

a few years ago with the thought,
“How can you get some of the girls on-
camera with a cock who don’t want to
fuck on screen?” Glad to see someone
at SCORE came up with it as well and
put it into action.

I was wondering how SCORE (and
the girls) feel about encores. I cannot
get enough of Crystal Gunns in Tits &
Tugs and am still dropping loads a year
later. Could we talk Crystal into com-
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Alexa does more
than tug cock
and tit-fuck in
her scene in
Tits & Tugs 5.
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body but also her face, and the way she
looks at the camera is sultry and hot.
You should run an interview with
her.–Ben, Orlando, Florida

EVA NOTTY’S CAREER IS RISING

FAST. AND SO ARE OUR COCKS!

Dear SCORE,
Eva Notty (Dec. ‘09) is 2009

Newcomer of the Year, if not the mille-
nium. That spreading shot on page
25…just amazing. Thanks guys. And
thank you, Eva, for sharing your
mouthwatering bod with us SCORE
Men. Something tells me we won’t
have to wait too long to see her
again…maybe in XXX?

By the way, what’s happened to two
of my faves, Bea Flora and Vixen
LaMoore?–K.S., United Kingdom

Dear K.S.: Something tells us you’re
right about Eva Notty! Eva made a quick
return in the February 2010 issue with
new photos and an exclusive interview.
Then she did her first tits and tugs scene as
part of a week-long special online at
Scoreland.com. Then she did her first
hardcore scene, also at Scoreland.com.
And now you can see her fucking and
sucking in the new DVD Boob Science.
See the preview beginning on page 12 of
this issue. Order it on page nine.

As for Vixen and Bea, Vixen has retired
from modeling while Bea has hesitated to
do anything hotter than full-frontal nudity.
No spreading, no dildos, no cock.

FAITH JOINS THE LIST OF THE

UK’S GREATEST SCORE GIRLS

Dear SCORE,
I’m a connoisseur of the female

form, and nothing could have prepared
me for Faith’s debut (Nov. ’09). The
stunning curves, those seductive eyes

ing back to jerk two
(or more) huge
cocks with her tits
so we can watch
those wonderful tits
get covered in jizz?

I also won-
der if any of your
models, and
SCORE as well,
would be interest-
ed in some

bukkake action where the fans
could really get into the action and
squirt on the girls’ tits.–J.D., via email

Dear J.D.: Interesting that you should
mention the genesis of your “tits and tugs”
idea. That’s exactly the way we were think-
ing when we started the series (which so
far has been an enormous success). Tits &
Tugs #5, featuring 16 girls, is due out
soon. It features first-time tugger Alexa,
who debuted in the January ’10 issue.

As for tug job/tit-fuck returnees, they’re
always welcome. Janet Jade, for example,
tugged more than once. You can see more
of your favorite SCORE Girls giving hand
jobs and tit-fucking cocks on our website
TitsAndTugs.com.

As for bukkake, we haven’t had much
demand for that from readers. Does any-
body else out there want to see a movie in
which a lot of guys jack onto a big-titted
babe’s rack? And if we invited SCORE
readers to jack onto a SCORE Girl’s tits for
a movie, would you participate?

HE’S IN LOVE WITH AN ANGEL

Dear SCORE,
Please run more pictorials of Ariana

Angel (Sept. ’09, May ’09). She is
absolutely my favorite new model of
the last few years. Every part of her is
gorgeous, not only her breasts and

OUR TOP10
BEST-SELLING DVDs

1 SEX IN THE TITTIES

Six friends, all with big, natural tits, and their
sexed-up lives in the big city. Starring Renee
Ross in her first girl-girl, a six-way orgy!

2 BUSTY WORKIN’ SISTAS

Farrah Vancock is a busty maid who fucks.
Mianna Thomas is a stacked stripper who pro-
vides extras in the V.I.P. room. Very sleazy!

3 CHRISTY MARKS ANAL ANGEL

It’s amazing…Christy Marks is even an angel
when she’s getting fucked in her tight ass (big
tits hanging down). She gets instruction, too.

4 BUSTY RIDING ACADEMY

Exceptional cast of naturals in boy-girl action:
Christy Marks, Terry Nova, Jasmine Black and
Karina Hart in her first and only tug-job scene.

5 RIPE RACKS

Maggie Green shaves her pussy and fucks it
deep with a dildo, something we never thought
we’d see. Also, Ivy Darmon’s first scene.

6 MAMAZON

Ass-fucked Alexis Silver is the leader of a big-
boobed tribe of former lezzies who discover
cock. Features Kali West and Daylene Rio.

7 SEXED & SUCKLED

Shyla Shy, Dixie Devereaux and Mianna Thomas,
three outstanding newcomers from 2009 fuck
and suck real cocks. Also includes a five-way.

8 BIG-BOOB PARADISE PACK

The combination of Big-Boob Paradise and On-
Location Big-Boob Paradise is hot for guys who
can’t get enough of big tits in the tropics.

9 BIG-TIT P.O.V. BLACK LABEL

The black ‘n’ stacked chicks are a hit this month!
Carmen Hayes, Alexis Silver, Candace Von,
Stacey Adams and Soleil Hughes in XXX action.

10 ASHLEY’S FIRST TIME

First DVD for natural Brit top-popper Ashley
Sage Ellison. She’s cute, she’s the girl next door
and she puts on a cock-hardening tit show.

All videos may be purchased at eBoobStore.com
or by calling 1-800-421-0760 (U.S. & Canada) 
or 001-305-662-5959 (International). Or see
many of them now at SCOREonDemand.com. 
COMING SOON: The sales numbers show that
you want more of Christy Marks in hardcore
action, and we’re going to give it to you! Look
out for Christy’s third hardcore video, Christy’s
Big Bang, in which she fucks an 11- inch cock.

It’s not just Ariana’s body
that’s hot. It’s the way she
makes love to the camera.

SCORE 7
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that just make you melt and a body
that could even put a great sports car
to shame. Because one thing is clear:
Faith has it all.

The moment I set eyes on her fine
figure left me reeling with the words,
“Heavens above!” Such a great export
to come out of Great Britain. It’s true
that we’ve had legends in the Britannia
league, but trust me, I’d certainly make
Faith a princess for all to worship.
Long may her reign continue.–C.W.,
North Yorkshire, United Kingdom

IN HIS SCHOOL, TEACHERS

TAUGHT THE ABCs AND DDs!

Dear SCORE,
Harmony Bliss’s Nov. ’09 layout,

“Big Boobs 101,” reminded me of a
knockout teacher I had named Miss
Bauch. She was a smoking hot brunette
driving a white, 1974 Corvette.

Miss Bauch stiffened many students’
dicks as we sat daydreaming at our
desks. Long, flowing, wavy dark hair
down to her shoulders with frosted
highlights. Well-tanned skin. Brown
eyes. Standing about 5’6”. Sexy, slender
lady with awesome tits.

My favorite thing was if she had to
bend down in her low-cut blouses,
every male would be dropping his

8 SCORE

Continued on page 22
Harmony Bliss
was a tempting
teacher in the
Nov. ’09 issue.

They’re black, stacked and they’ll do anything for a buck. Sensational H-cup
newcomer Farrah Vancock fucks on film for the first time. Mianna’s JJ-cup bomb-
ers bounce all over the place as she bounces up and down on cock in her XXX
encore. Carmen gives lap dances with extras. Stacy gives the full-service treat-
ment to two lucky Johns. Alexis Silver is a horny street whore. Pay ’em. Play ’em.

TOLL FREE U.S. & CAN 1-800-421-0760 • WORLDWID E 001-305-662-5959
www.eBoobStore.com • $39.95/C$42.95/ £23.95/€27.95 (Plus S&H)

DVD (Region free) ITEM #PIX438D  VHS ITEM #PIX438

ORDER FORM ON PAGE 9

2
5

3
1

3
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 TENGA EGG - #TNG103 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $49.95

  TENGA DEEP THROAT CUP - #TNG101 . $29.95
  TENGA SOFT TUBE CUP - #TNG100 . . . . $29.95
  ROLLING HEAD CUP - #TNG102 . . . . . . . $29.95
  PINK LADY FLESHLIGHT - #FL100 . . . . . $59.95
  PINK MOUTH FLESHLIGHT - #FL101 . . $59.95
  PINK ASS FLESHLIGHT - #FL102 . . . . . . $59.95
  DOUBLE HELIX ENHANCER - #CE109 . . $9.95
 THE PERFECT BOOBS - #TC112 . . . . . . . $99.95

THE PERFECT ASS
  #TC110 (Natural). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $229.95
  #TC111 (Cinnamon). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $229.95

WET LUBE BODY GLIDES
  ORIGINAL (#WET100) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $9.95
  LIGHT (#WET102). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $9.95
  WARMING (#WET106) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $9.95
  PLATINUM (#WET104). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $19.95

 SEMENAX - #MH106 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $59.95
 VIGRX PLUS - #MH100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $76.95
 LURE FOR HIM - #TC109 . . . . . . . . . . . . . $14.95
 SIZEPRO - #MH101 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $59.95
 VIAXTREME - #MH109 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $6.95

HARD
  ONE CAPSULE (#MH107). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $6.95

MUST HAVES! 
Hot, new big-tit releases.

SPECIAL

STACKED STREET SLUTS #3 . . . . . . . $39.95
 REGION-FREE DVD (#PIX421D)  VHS (#PIX421)

Stacked Street Sluts #3 is XXX-Rated and is 120 min.

SEXED & SUCKLED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $39.95
 REGION-FREE DVD (#PIX429D)  VHS (#PIX429)

Sexed & Suckled is XXX-Rated and is 140 min.

SEX IN THE TITTIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $39.95
 REGION-FREE DVD (#PIX439D)  VHS (#PIX439)

Sex In The Titties is XXX-Rated and is 120 min.

BUSTY BANG SESSIONS. . . . . . . . . . . . $39.95
 REGION-FREE DVD (#PIX401D)  VHS (#PIX401)

Busty Bang Sessions is XXX-Rated and is 140 min.

STACKED & SERVICED . . . . . . . . . . . . . $39.95
 REGION-FREE DVD (#PIX408D)  VHS (#PIX408)

Stacked & Serviced is XXX-Rated and is 110 min.

BUSTY SLUT EXPO . . . . . . . . . . . . . $39.95
 REGION-FREE DVD (#PIX436D)    VHS (#PIX436)

Busty Slut Expo is XXX-Rated and is 156 min.

BUSTY RIDING ACADEMY . . . . . . . . . . . $39.95
 REGION-FREE DVD (#PIX400D)  VHS (#PIX400)

  BLU-RAY (#PIX400BD)........$49.95

TITS & TUGS #4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $39.95
 REGION-FREE DVD (#PIX422D)  VHS (#PIX422)

Tits & Tugs #4 is XXX-Rated and is 120 min.

BIG-TIT P.O.V. ANAL EDITION . . . . . . . $39.95
 REGION-FREE DVD (#PIX414D)  VHS (#PIX414)

Big-Tit P.O.V. Anal Edition is XXX-Rated and is 120 min.

RACK RIDERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $39.95
 REGION-FREE DVD (#PIX403D)  VHS (#PIX403)

Rack Riders is XXX-Rated and is 109 min.

CHRISTY MARKS ANAL ANGEL . . . . . $39.95
 REGION-FREE DVD (#PIX420D)  VHS (#PIX420)

Christy Marks Anal Angel is XXX-Rated and is 100 min.

TOP-HEAVY TEASERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $39.95
 REGION-FREE DVD (#VD224D)  VHS (#VD224)

Top-Heavy Teasers is X-Rated and is 140 min.

MAMAZON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $49.95
 REGION-FREE DVD (#PIX430D)  VHS (#PIX430)

  BLU-RAY (#PIX430B)........$59.95

TITS & TUGS #3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $39.95
 REGION-FREE DVD (#PIX411D)  VHS (#PIX411)

Tits & Tugs #3 is XXX-Rated and is 120 min.

KARINA HART AS YOU WISH . . . . . . . . $29.95
 REGION-FREE DVD (#VD226D)  VHS (#VD226)

  BLU-RAY (#VD226B)........$39.95

TITS, TITS, TITS! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $29.95
 REGION-FREE DVD (#VD232D)    VHS (#VD232)

Tits, Tits, Tits! is X-Rated and is 70 min.

ASHLEY’S FIRST TIME . . . . . . . . . . . . . $29.95
 REGION-FREE DVD (#VD228D)  VHS (#VD228)

Ashley’s First Time is R-Rated and is 70 min.

BIG TIT A-LIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $39.95
 REGION-FREE DVD (#PIX423D)  VHS (#PIX423)

Big Tit A-List is XXX-Rated and 120 min..

CHRISTY MARKS GETS FUCKED . . . . $39.95
 REGION-FREE DVD (#PIX394D)  VHS (#PIX394)

Christy Marks Gets Fucked is XXX-Rated and is 94 min.

STACKED & SUCKIN’ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $39.95
 REGION-FREE DVD (#PIX412D)  VHS (#PIX412)

Stacked & Suckin’ is XXX-Rated and is 90 min

BUSTY ‘N’ WET . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $39.95
 REGION-FREE DVD (#PIX364D)  VHS (#PIX364)

Busty ‘n’ Wet is XXX-Rated and is 134 min.

MERILYN BUSTY & BEYOND . . . . . . . . $29.95
 REGION-FREE DVD (#VD227D)  VHS (#VD227)

Merilyn Busty & Beyond is X-Rated and is 120 min.

                                                                                                                                                    

BOOB SCIENCE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $49.95
 REGION-FREE DVD (#PIX440D)   

Boob Science is XXX-Rated and is 257 min.                                                                                                                                                    

BUSTY WORKING SISTAS . . . . . . . . . . . $39.95
 REGION-FREE DVD (#PIX438D)  VHS (#PIX438)

Busty Working Sistas is XXX-Rated and 181 min..
                                                                                                                                                    

BREAST OF SCORELAND. . . . . . . . . . $39.95
 REGION-FREE DVD (#PIX441D)

BUY 4,
GET ONE FREE
PLUS FREE SHIPPING!
*Free DVD must be lowest-priced item
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JULY 2008–Just imagine your favorite
SCORE Girls in 3D! Well, you don’t have
to imagine it any longer. SCORE 3D is
here: a special 32-page insert with
Christy Marks, Crystal Gunns & more!

AUGUST 2008–“Summer Fun” issue,
featuring stacked chicks fucking in the
great outdoors, overstuffed bikinis and
boobs on the beach. Plus, Kylee and
Christy flex in our best centerfold ever.

MAY 2008–Exclusive interview with
Lorna Morgan, plus brand-new pic-
tures of the natural legend. Also, slim-
n-stacked Annina’s first pics, new Lisa
Lipps photos and lots of bulging bras.

APRIL 2008–Summer Sinn and Brianna
Bragg suck and fuck; First look at new-
comers Shyla Stylez and Alanna
Ackerman; Brand-new pics of Danielle
Derek, Anna Song and much more.

JUNE 2008–Annual awards issue fea-
turing full-length pictorials of Christy
Marks, Crystal Gunns, Alena Snow,
Denise Derringer, Kylee Nash, Delotta
Brown and Minka, plus Danni Ashe.

APRIL 2009–The results of the “Top 20
Naturals Showdown,” amazing photos
of Minka playing tennis, eight pages of
Christy Marks (including XXX), plus
wild ass-fucking hardcore action.

MAY 2009–Five girls fucking and suck-
ing in the Xtra section, including
Christy Marks and Terry Nova in a four-
way, Harmony Bliss XXX, Sharon Pink,
Carmen Hayes & Chavon Taylor.

FEBRUARY 2009–Includes a 32-page
2009 calendar of SCORE Girls in tight
tops. You could hang it just about any-
where! Plus, June Summers and
Daylene enjoy a three-way porking.

JANUARY 2009–Tits in tight tops
spectacular, plus Morgan Leigh and
Summer Sinn team up on a guy, Africa
takes it in the ass, Crystal Gunns gets
massaged and a brand-new lineup! 

MARCH 2009–Brand-new photos and
an amazing centerfold of the great
Minka. Plus, Daphne Rosen, Amber
Lynn Bach, Candace Von, Kali West and
Dominno in hardcore action.

SCORE® BACK ISSUES DEPARTMENT

3D SPEC
IAL 

5 XXX L
AYOUTS

32 PAGE
S OF XX

X

JANUARY 2010–SCORE newcomer
Aileen Ghettman gets fucked and
doused with cum by a huge cock  

HOLIDAY 2009–SCOREMen will love
seeing E-cupper Selena Castro in vin-
tage lingerie and Slone Ryder in XXX.

DECEMBER 2009–Lots of SCORE
faves in this one including Ivy Dar-
mon and Sophie Mae. Plus, redheads!

NOVEMBER 2009–SCORE Girls
Whitney Stevens and Aileen
Ghettman, and a preggo special! 

OCTOBER 2009–Mianna Thomas and
Veronika XXX, Natalie Fiore looking
bustier than ever and Bella Gianna.

MAY 2009–Ariana Angel makes her
first appearance in V-Mag. Chavon
Taylor fucks. Plus SCORE Girl Lucy.

JUNE 2009–Awards issue with new
layouts of Karina Hart and Christy
Marks. Kristy Klenot hardcore.

JULY 2009–Karina Hart and Ashley
Sage Ellison go tit-to-tit. Janet Jade
as a busty schoolgirl in pigtails.

AUGUST 2009–Christy Marks fucks
in a taxi. Farrah Vancock busts out.
The XXX girls of Sexed & Suckled.

SEPTEMBER 2009–Shyla Shy fucks,
destroys her bra, plus SCORE Girls
Anna Loren and Miss Emma.
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DECEMBER 2008–Harmony Bliss and
Mia Starr go tit-to-tit, hot fuck talk
with Alexis Silver (and new pictures),
Rachel Love’s unexpected return and
eight pages of Christy Marks fucking.

HOLIDAY 2008–Newcomers blowout
with brand-new pictorials of Karina
Hart, Janet Jade, Yurizan, Annina, Bea
Summer, Lillian Faye, Daylene Rio, Isis
Haze, Mandy Pearl and Shyla Stylez. 

OCTOBER 2008–Lorna Morgan preg-
nant and much bustier than ever, the
complete guide to lap dancing, lots of
newcomers and a 32-page Xtra sec-
tion with six girls and lots of anal!

NOVEMBER 2008–Eight pages of big-
titted MILFs, 23 pages of hardcore,
three debut pictorials, brand-new
Natalie Fiore, Rukhsana and Annina
and a drop-dead gorgeous centerfold.

SEPT. 2009–Lorna Morgan, Gianna
Rossi and Terry Nova three-way in a
hot tub. New layouts of Ashley Sage
Ellison and Ariana Angel. Three brand-
new naturals: Kali, Alia and Farrah.

OCT. 2009–Net star Maggie Green
makes her SCORE debut. Plus, Christy
Marks takes on Giant Cock. Can 
she handle it? Black-n-stacked debu-
tante Aileen and Crystal Gunns caged!

JULY 2009–38 pages of hardcore in-
cluding Christy Marks’ first anal, oiled
up Minka at poolside and Latina hottie
Angelina Castro, plus nine pages of the
greatest Chloe Vevrier pics ever.

JUNE 2009–Our annual awards issue.
New pictorials of Karina Hart, Janet
Jade, Yurizan, Daylene Rio, Christy
Marks, Merilyn Sakova, Lorna Morgan
and Rukhsana, plus an LDM tribute.

AUGUST 2009–Our annual “Summer
Fun” issue is packed with SCORE Girls
destroying swimsuits (and a nine-page
bikini special). Plus, an all-anal Xtra
with Christy Marks and Annina.

JANUARY 2010–Roundup of the final-
ists for Newcomer and Model of the
Year and Big-Boob Hall of Fame.
Annina vs. Monster Cock. Christy
Marks interviews four SCORE Girls.

FEBRUARY 2010–Covergirl Arianna
Sinn is a sensational new find. New
photos of Eva Notty, plus an interview.
Mianna Thomas rides a cock in the
V.I.P. room. Loaded with XXX tit sex.

DEC. 2009–New Maggie Green photos
and an exclusive interview, her first-
ever in print. Plus, Daylene Rio and
Kiko Lee XXX; Natalie Fiore bustier
than ever; and newcomer Renee Ross.

NOV. 2009–Karina Hart and Mandy
Pearl play with each other on a tennis
court. First on-camera XXX for Angel
Gee and Alia Janine. Faith’s debut.
Harmony Bliss is a busty teacher.

HOLIDAY 2009–First XXX boy-girl pics
of Indianna Jaymes. Alexis Silver and
Shyla Shy doubleteam a cock (Alexis
takes it in the ass). New photos of
Ashley Sage Ellison and much more.

BIG-TIT HARDCORE SEX IN EVERY ISSUE!

SEPTEMBER 2008–Full-length pictori-
als of Merilyn Sakova, Karina Hart,
Anna Song, Kelly Kay, Terry Nova,
Nicole Peters, Luma, Sharday, Ines
Cudna, Janet Jade, Paola Rios & more.

TOLL-FREE U.S. & CAN.
1-800-421-0760

24-HOUR FAX
+305-662-5952

WORLDWIDE 
001-305-662-5959

INTERNET 
www.eBoobStore.com

WE ACCEPT PAYMENTS
IN U.S.$, C$, £ AND €

ALL NAT
URALS

32 PAGE
S OF XX

X!

ANAL  C
HRISTY

!

RMAIL TO: The SCORE Group, (Dept. SC0310B), 1629 N.W. 84 Avenue, Miami, FL 33126 USA
SEND ME THE FOLLOWING BACK ISSUES
RSCORE: qAPR. ’08 qMAY ’08 qJUNE ’08 qJULY ’08 qAUG. ’08 qSEPT. ’08   qOCT. ’08 qNOV. ’08 qDEC. ’08 qHOL. ’08 qJAN. ’09 qFEB. ’09

qMAR. ’09 qAPR. ’09 qMAY ’09 qJUNE ’09 qJULY ’09 qAUG. ’09 qSEPT. ’09   qOCT. ’09   qNOV. ’09 qDEC. ’09 qHOL. ’09 qJAN. ’10 qFEB. ’10

RALSO AVAILABLE: qNOV. ’06 qDEC. ’06 qFEB. ’07 qMAR. ’07 qAPR. ’07 qSEPT. ’07 qOCT. ’07 qNOV. ’07 qJAN. ’08 qFEB. ’08 qAPR. ’08

RVOLUPTUOUS : qMAY ’09 qJUNE ’09 qJULY ’09 qAUG. ’09 qSEPT. ’09 qOCT. ’09 qNOV. ’09 qDEC. ’09 qHOL. ’09 qJAN. ’10

In case of sellout, please list alternate choice(s):                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

Rq I AM ASUBSCRIBER AND SAVE 15% ON ALL ISSUES ORDERED*   Customer ID #                                                                                      
SPECIAL OFFER FOR U.S. READERS: 1-5 issues, $10.00 each; 6-11 issues, $9.00 each; 12 or more issues, $8.00 each. Canada: C$16 per issue, shipping included. UK: £10 per
issue, shipping included. All other countries: $14.00 or €11.00 per issue, shipping included. Two magazine minimum order for international customers *15% discount applies to
U.S., Canada, Mexico & UK subscribers only. U.S. orders are shipped via Priority Mail. International orders are shipped via Global Priority Mail (where available) or Air Mail. Rush
Delivery is available for an additional cost. Please call for rates and service availability. Make checks or money orders payable to The SCORE Group. We accept payment in U.S.$, CAD$,
UK£ or €. Florida residents please add 7% sales tax. Credit card orders must provide the exact credit card billing address in addition to the mailing address if the two are different. All
items are shipped in sturdy, discreet packaging to protect your privacy. All sales are final. Damaged items will only be exchanged for one of the same title if returned within 30 days of
receipt. Jack aid returns, please call for instructions. The SCORE Group cannot be held responsible for Customs seizures. By ordering, you certify that you are at least 18 years old. 

PAYMENT METHOD: qCheck   qMoney/Postal Order   qMasterCard/Access/Eurocard    qVISA   qAmerican Express    qDiscover   

Name                                                                                                                                            Age               Credit Card #                                                   Expires                                                                    

Please Provide Security Code (Last 3 Digits Above Signature)                                                  AMEX Cardholders Enter The 4 Digits Above Card No. Here                                                          

Signature                                                                                                          Address                                                                                                                                                                                                          

City                                                               State/Country                                                     Zip/Postal Code                                       Telephone/Email                                            
Credit Card Orders Cannot Be Processed Without Signature And Security Code                             SC0310B

INDIAN
NA XXX

!
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SCENE ONE

Scene opens on a medium shot of a very

messy guy’s bedroom. Dexter and Sheldon

are on twin beds watching TV. Playing is

the opening creation scene from SCORE

Xtra #10 with Lori Pleasure and Talon.

DEXTER: That’s what I’ll do.

SHELDON: What?

DEXTER: Create my own girl. Science

can make it happen.

SHELDON: How are you going to do that,

Mr. Quantum Physics?

DEXTER: Human beings are matter.

Matter is energy solidified. Direct the

right kind of pure energy into your own

template and it would take the form of

whoever you wanted. There’s even a

Russian torrent website that mentions

this. I was going to do a paper on it.

SHELDON: You’re crazy. Let’s just go to

a strip club. Or we could telephone a cou-

ple of hookers and get our nuts busted.

The folks are out of town.

DEXTER : No, it can be done. I think so.

Just help me out with this.

THE CREATION: DAPHNE’S A REAL DOLL!
Two nerds, Dexter (above left) and Sheldon (above right), are desperate
for a way to meet women. So Dexter, the computer geek, creates a pro-
gram that brings their big-boobed SCORE fantasy girl to life. Her name is
Mandy (played by Daphne Rosen), and she has a lot of work to do. 
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LEZZIE LESSON

MAGGIE GREEN’S FIRST SEX SCENE!
Mandy (Daphne) is the giver, Maggie is the taker in Maggie’s first on-
camera sex scene. Mandy fingers Maggie’s pussy, then licks her clit and
sucks her pussy. Mandy straps one on so Maggie can fuck it, then
Maggie turns over on all fours and gets strap-on fucked from behind!
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SCENE TWO

MANDY: It’s obvious that you boys

love boobs. (She drops towel and

touches her tits seductively.) But I

can tell that you guys have no clue

what to do with them.. 

She snaps her fingers and she is

dressed up in a lab coat and glasses.

She looks like a doctor.

MANDY: Now let’s see what’s on

the boob tube.

She taps the TV and Maggie Green

appears on the screen, rubbing her

tits and moaning seductively.

MANDY: Sit back and let me show

you what to do.
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“I FUCKED MYBROTHER’S
GIRLFRIEND!”

A REAL MAN FOR CONTESSA ROSE

Natural newcomer Contessa has a real dickhead for a boyfriend. He’s a
dirty, smelly rocker who doesn’t respect women. So Mandy transports
the dickhead boyfriend off to a beach, and Sheldon gets what he’s
been fantasizing about: Contessa’s big tits and hungry mouth
wrapped around his cock. Meanwhile, off go Mandy and Dexter.

SCENE THREE 

TROY: ’Scuse me, Dexter and Sheldon…

and whore friend. I’ve got man-slut work.

Troy follows her in and closes the door. We

hear a muffled laugh and “Okay, baby,

start suckin’!”

CUT TO: Medium shot of Mandy, Dexter

and Sheldon outside the bedroom door.

SHELDON: I’m sorry, Mandy. My brother

is a real dick.

MANDY: Do you want me to turn him

into a human frog?

SHELDON: No. But I’ve wanted to bang

Kim since day one. He doesn’t deserve her.

MANDY: That can be arranged.
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IT’S GETTING HOT IN HERE, AILEEN!
Mandy makes believe she’s been sent down from corporate to check
on the accounting department at Dexter’s job. She leaves him with his
boss, Aileen Ghettman, and the hotter it gets in the conference room,
the more clothes come off. “You can use him however you want,”
Mandy instructs Aileen, who’s one hot fuck in her first hardcore scene.

SCENE FOUR

MANDY: Okay, Dexter. Are you ready tolive out your fantasy of fucking the boss ladyin the accounting department at your job?
DEXTER: Hey, how do you know that Iwant to fuck her?

MANDY: Are you serious? (Rolls her eyesand opens a little square in the screen infront of her where we see Dexter standingin the doorway of Aileen’s office grabbinghis cock.)

DEXTER: (Mouth gaping.) I, er, give herpackages, er, my package. She signs andthen I give it to her, um, mail. Wait, no. Iput it in her box. Wait, not like that. Um…
MANDY: (Touches Dexter and freezeshim.) Relax. Let’s go get her, tiger.(Growls and then snaps her fingers andthey disappear.)

BANGING THE BOSS
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FAST BANGS

EVA NOTTY: CUNT AND BLOW TO GO!

Eva, one of 2009’s top newcomers, is the hair stylist of your fantasies,
and in her first hardcore scene, she lives up to every one of them. She
tit-fucks Sheldon, then makes love to his cock with her mouth, sucking
and licking and making sure his balls get plenty of attention, too. A
lusty fuck follows, and Eva jacks Sheldon’s cum onto her creamy tits.

SCENE FIVE

MANDY: (Turn
s to Sheldon and

 steers

him towards a salon cha
ir and plants him

down in it by the sh
oulders.) I’ve got a

special surprise
 for you, Sheldo

n. My

favorite stylist, 
Eva. She is going

 to make

you feel, um, look so good.

Eva comes on screen in 
a beauty smock

that shows off her super c
leavage.

Sheldon’s eyes b
ug out at her cle

avage.

MANDY: (Kisses Eva on both cheek
s.)

This is my newest project, Shel
don. He

needs some style help that
 will make him

popular with the ladies, E
va.

EVA: (Standing
 behind Sheldon,

 she grabs

his head and pus
hes it into her c

leavage

while running her
 fingers through

 his

hair.) Oh, he could use 
a little trim…(runs

her hand down his chest and 
onto his

cock, grabbing it
.) And maybe a blow. Don’t

worry, Sheldon. Y
ou’re in good ha

nds.
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DP PARTY

SCENE SIX

MANDY: (Standing up an
d leaning into

Angel.) Hi, Angel. These are 
my wards,

Dexter and Sheld
on. (Gestures to the

boys.) They’re dying to
 fuck you. Stand

 up,

boys, in the pre
sence of a lady. 

(Mandy

gives them an annoyed look
. They

stand up and Mandy slaps them
 both in

the back of the h
ead.)

ANGEL: I like men who know what they

want.

MANDY: You could say 
the boys made me

who I am today. Oh, Angel, do you mind

if I join in? I ha
ven’t gotten laid

 since the

movie started.

ANGEL: Not a problem, babydoll. V.I.P.

room, everybody?

DEXTER: V.I.P. room? What?

MANDY: Shhh….just go with it.

ANGEL & DAPHNE: FANTASY FOUR-WAY

In the final sex scene, Mandy (Daphne) finally gets the cock she wants,
newcomer Angel Gee gets fucked on camera for the first time and the
boys live out their fantasy of a four-way fuck with two super-stacked
SCORE Girls. These boys have come a long way, from watching Mandy
fuck Maggie Green to teaming up for a grand finale DP of Mandy! 
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ORDER NOW ON PAGE 9 

BY DAVE ROSENBAUM

I walk into the SCORE

Studio, and immediately,

I hear a familiar sound:

the sound of girly

moaning. It’s a famil-

iar sound in our stu-

dio, something you

can hear every day, but

then I hear something

else. A second girl

moaning, and I know

something special is

going on: a big-tit girl-

girl scene.

I walk in the direc-

tion of the moans,

trusting my ears, and

I’m not quite at my

destination when I

hear, “Oh, yeah! Oh,

fuck! It feels so good.”

I think I know the

BOOB SCIENCE:

BEHIND THE SCENES

Continued on page 36
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SCORECARD
Continued from page 8
                                                                                        

pencil, hoping to see her nips. That was
every boy’s dream, to see Miss B’s nips.
I always wondered what her bra size
was. Looking back, probably a lovely
set of DDs.

I guess I have Miss Bauch to thank for
starting me on my fascination with big
tits. Thanks for Miss Bliss’s layout that
got me thinking back to the days in
school and lovely Miss Bauch.–B.G.,
Old Bridge, New Jersey

ONE LOOK AT BIKINI-BUSTING

MORGAN MADE HIM SUBSCRIBE

Dear SCORE,
I am a recent subscriber, having pur-

chase your magazine over the years on
an occasional basis. A little bit of SCORE
goes a long way! But when I saw
Morgan Leigh in the Bikini Busters spe-
cial edition (SCORE Special #152), I
said, “Oh, God! I can’t miss any issues
that may have this girl in it.” So I
became a subscriber.

Lastly, I’d love an update on Wendy
Whoppers. I just love her and would be
very interested in how things are with
her.–D.W., Sarasota, Florida

Dear D.W.: First, you’ll be happy to
know that a brand-new Morgan Leigh picto-
rial begins on page 44 of this issue. It may be
her best ever.

Second, Wendy Whoppers is no longer
modeling. Here’s what she has to say on her
website: “I'm not appearing at clubs right
now. I am just doing my website which is a
full time job. But I occasionally appear at
computer and Internet conventions.” Of
course, Wendy is a member of the SCORE
Big-Boob Hall of Fame and one of our great-
est ever.

“CUM ALL OVER MY BIG, OILY

TITS AND FUCK MY HOT CUNT!”

Dear SCORE,
I often watch your movies and wish

the girls would do the following:
1. Say “My big boobs,” “Big tits,”

“Big fucking tits,” “Big knockers” and
“Big jugs” more. I love it when the girls
talk dirty about how big their tits are
and say these things. But they should
say the things in a sexy, dirty way, rais-
ing their voices, too. Oh, and get them
to use the F-word all the time. It adds to
the sheer pleasure of it all.

2. Use more baby oil. The lights of the

Continued on page 68
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J-cup newcomer Renee
Ross is already destined
to go down as one of the
greatest naturals ever.
Now, spend a day with
this real-life naughty
nurse as she wakes up,
showers, oils up her
heavy tits, goes swim-
ming and puts on a wet
T-shirt show just for you.
Reach out and grab ’em!

www.storemags.com & www.fantamag.com
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BIG BOOBS IN THE NEWS

It’s Our New Favorite Holiday!
Celebrating “National Go Topless Day”

Next August 22 will be Ameri-
ca’s breast day ever. It’s been des-
ignated National Go Topless Day
by the group GoTopless.org. Their
mission statement: Women have
the same constitutional right as
men to go topless anywhere a
man can be topless without arrest,
citation or harassment by law
enforcement or the public.

Why August? Because on
August 26, 1920, the U.S.
Constitution was amended to
grant women the right to vote,
and in 1970, Congress declared
August 26 Women’s Equality Day. 

In August 2010, GoTopless will
have a nationwide rally in honor
of the 90th anniversary of the
19th Amendment and Women’s
Equality Day. Women will march
topless in every major American
city that has supporters.

This past August 23, dozens of

topless women bared their tits
nationwide. Playing Chaka Khan’s
song “I’m Every Woman” on
speakers and chanting “Free your
breasts, free your mind,” the
group and its male supporters
paraded along Central Park South
in Manhattan.

“We’re all here for the same
reason: to allow women to be free
in the park like men,” said organ-
izer Sylvie Chabot.

“I’m going to tell my wife to
join in next year,” said an appre-
ciative onlooker. 

New York is the only state in
which women can be topless legal-
ly, thanks to a 1992 ruling in the
state’s Supreme Court. Yes, in New

York, any
woman can
go topless

in public without fear of arrest.
Another speaker was Ramona

Santorelli, the plaintiff in that
1992 case. “It’s not about baring
your breasts,” she said. “But the
true meaning is to normalize
women’s bodies.”

An artist named Phoenix Feeley
tested the New York law in 2005
after cops arrested her for expos-
ing her breasts. She cited the1992
ruling, but police detained her for
12 hours. She sued the city and
settled for $29,000.

Not everybody in the crowd
agreed. “This is extreme liberalism
and why America’s in decline,” a
woman said. “It’s degrading to
women to tell them to expose
their breasts publicly.”

Women also went topless in
Los Angeles, Columbus,

Portland, Chicago, Miami
Beach and other cities.

There’s no stopping
this! Bare boobs

are busting out!

SCORE 23

Mark your calendars. Women like Whitney, Candace
and Veronica are going topless on August 22.

www.storemags.com & www.fantamag.com
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Scientists at the University of
Wellington in New Zealand found
that 47% of men first gaze at a girl’s
boobs while another third look at her
waist and hips area. They also discov-
ered that guys look at tits longer than
any other body part. Few glances
were directed at the arms, lower legs
and feet.

Let me tell you, if these scientists
would just read SCORE and
Voluptuous, they could save a lot of
cash on their experiments.

“Men may be looking more often
at the breasts because they are simply
aesthetically pleasing, regardless of
the size,” the researchers said.

Subjects were presented with six
images of the same woman, digitally
altered to increase or decrease the
size of her bust, waist and hips. The
scientists recorded which areas men
looked at first, the number of times
they looked and how long their gaze
lasted, using cameras and mirrors to
measure tiny eye movements.

“Eighty percent of first fixations
were on the breasts and midriff,” the
scientists said. “Men spent more time
looking at the breasts.” Amazing.

We Need Science
To Tell Us This?

Scientists claim
that men look at
Christy’s tits
first, then her
waist. Ya think?

For the longest time, Maggie Green
would only show her tits on camera.

But now she’s letting us view her most
intimate private acts! Plus, incredibly
stacked dildo lover Michelle May, sexy
Czech hottie Sophie Mae, SCORE and
Voluptuous covergirl Ariana Angel and
seven more lusty, busty, cunt-stuffing
naturals you won’t see anywhere else.

TOLL FREE U.S. & CAN 1-800-421-0760 • WORLDWID E 001-305-662-5959
www.eBoobStore.com • $39.95/C$42.95/ £23.95/€27.95 (Plus S&H)
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One lucky SCORE Guy is the winner
of the second Merilyn Sakova bra give-
away, kicked off in our October ’09
edition. The bra claimant is Mr. G.B.,
also a longtime Linsey Dawn McKenzie

fan. Cherish that bra, G.B. It’s
extremely rare.

Merilyn’s white,
underwire bra is made
by V.O.V.A. in Latvia and
is a European
Union size
80F. In U.S.

size, that converts to
a 36F. Merilyn, a 32G,
says she usually buys
smaller bras to get
more bulging cleavage.
This matches the bulge

in everyone’s pants when
they look at her photos
and videos.
“Thanks for the support,”

Merilyn said about her bra.
“They were nice bras, but it
was worth giving away for
the contests if the guys can
have some fun.”

That wraps up our brassiere invento-
ry for Merilyn. She’s a girl whose jiggle
quotient and boob size puts her bras
through hell. The next bra to be given
away will be the massive tit sling of
Mianna Thomas and then the bra of
Morgan Leigh, who’s back with a hot
pictorial starting on page 44. Stay
tuned for the winners of those con-
tests in the next two issues.

Daylene's road to SCORE started a few years ago when
she got a job at a hostess club in the Los Angeles area. There are dozens of
places in L.A. that borrow the concept from Japanese hostess clubs. The host-
esses sit at tables with guys, and they chat and dance with them. No fucking,
no blow jobs in the V.I.P. room. As Daylene called it, “PG-13 stuff.”
After two years, Daylene lost that job, so she auditioned as a topless dancer

and was hired on the spot. At first, Daylene was very nervous, but after a
week of attention by drooling dudes, she started to enjoy the experience
immensely. After losing that gig two years later, Daylene decided to try the
whole shebang and applied for a totally nude dancing job at the Spearmint
Rhino club in City of Industry, California, where she still appears. Interestingly,
Daylene says she feels more relaxed fully nude than when she was just top-
less. We’ll have to get Daylene to explain more about that.
Spearmint Rhino books porn-star feature dancers, and Daylene would meet

them and chat with them. That got her curiosity, and her juices, going.
“I’m a very sexual girl, so porn seemed like a very natural thing for me,”

she said. “The idea of being watched and studied while I have sex, putting on
a show, if you want to call it that, got me very excited. So here I am.”
A lot of dancers are actually very private girls who won’t pose nude in a

magazine for personal reasons, let alone stare at the camera with a hard dick
in their mouths, so we definitely lucked out with Daylene, a muy caliente
mamacita. Daylene stars in the DVDs Mamazon and Busty ‘N’ Wet and has
fucked, sucked and jerked off cock in a bunch of videos on Scoreland.com,
BigTitHooker.com, BigBoobsPOV.com and TitsandTugs.com.

PORN STAR

SCORE Dude wins Merilyn’s melon harness!

Mianna Thomas bra
giveaway next issue.

Daylene
likes to
fuck!
Simple
as that! 

See Morgan Leigh
on page 44.

How Daylene Became A

Merilyn
stretches
her t-shirts
to the max!

& www.fantamag.com
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Linsey Dawn McKenzie and
Kathy pull ’em out to promote
SCORE’s debut into British pro-
racing sponsorship with Natty
Racing in 1997. The girls are sit-
ting on a Fiat Strada Abarth
entered in the UK’s BRSCC-
AutoItalia Championship Race
Series. Driven by Philip Jones-
Lloyd, the two-liter car took the
Class D Championship, earning
five class wins in the season,
together with six pole positions
and the five fastest lap times. 
This gave the SCORE Natty
Racing team second-place overall
in the Championship. In 1998, we
moved up in the world by spon-
soring a Maserati Ghibli.

Great Moments
in SCORE History

Linsey Dawn and Kathy were never
afraid to flash their tits outside!

Natural breast enlargements using fat from other parts of the body will be
available in 2010, the Harley Medical Group in Great Britain confirmed. The
operation, which costs about £8,000 or $13,000 U.S., has undergone trials in
the UK following a 10-year study of fat grafting.

A spokesman said, “It amounts to two beneficial procedures in one: taking
unwanted fat from one or two areas of a patient’s body and transferring it
into the breast area. We have now completed a study of the results of UK and
U.S. patients who had the procedure four and five years ago to confirm that
the results are lasting. Following some final reviews by our Medical Board, we
should be in a position to launch this procedure in the UK.”

According to the Group, the surgery can increase the size of breasts by up to
three cup sizes. The procedure has its critics who claim that the fat will inter-
fere with mammogram tests. If this operation is successful long-term, it will 
totally revolutionize the often dicey field of breast enlargement.

Where To Have Sex
When You Really
Need To Have Sex

When girls wear The Hand Bra for
whatever reason (Halloween, office
parties, weddings, job interviews),
people sit up and take notice. They
also accidentally pour hot coffee on
their laps. This nifty novelty is sold by
the folks at CostumeShopper.com. 

When A Pair of
Tits Need a Hand 

Wicked Quickies by Audacia Ray is
a new, illustrated book with 52 ideas
to bust up the monotony of just sex-
in’ on a bed. For example, there’s the
back-alley shag on page 17: “If you
just can’t wait to get home after a
night out dancing, popping into a
back alley for a quickie will make
you feel both naughty and relieved.
You can also turn this into a cops-
and-robbers role playing. Just prac-
tice saying, ‘Put your hands up
against the wall and spread ’em,’ in
your best sexy, threatening tone of
voice. A tiny flashlight on your key-

chain will help
you quickly sur-
vey the area
for things like
unappetizing
garbage and
broken glass.”

Good safety
tip! Other
places to try
when there’s
an urge to
merge are

cars, boats, stairways, offices
and elevators. Get it from
SourceBooks.com or Amazon.com.

TitsTitsBig Fat         …Really!Big Fat         …Really!
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If you buy only one big-tit video in your life-
time, make it this one! So much hardcore
action, we couldn’t fit it all on one DVD! Stars
26 huge-hootered honeys, including SCORE
exclusives Christy Marks, Denise Derringer, Lily
Valentine and Cherry Brady, super-stacked
superstars Daphne Rosen, Kayla Kleevage and
Penny Porsche and many more! Tit-fucking,
deep-throat action, ass-blasting and more!
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THE TITS ARE G-CUPS,

CREATED BY NATURE

FOR YOU TO SAVOR!

She burst through the door with

a big smile on her face and her

big tits bouncing. “I’m so ready,”

were the first words out of her

mouth. “Are you excited?” Taylor

Steele said. Damn right we are!

Excited to have a 21-year-old

Canadian cutie who’s been teas-

ing guys on the Internet for a

while and is now getting naked

on camera for the first time. “I

like to look pretty,” Taylor said.

“It’s fun to get all dolled up and

look hot.” Mission accomplished!
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Taylor was so hyped about her

debut that under “Occupation” on

the info sheet we had her fill out,

she put “SCORE Model!!!” Her

enthusiasm never waned. Said our

photographer, “The first night after

the shoot was done, we went out to

dinner with Taylor in Toronto. She

told everyone she saw, ‘I’m shooting

for SCORE! I’m a SCORE model!’

She’s one of the nicest, most viva-

cious girls I’ve ever shot.” One of

the horniest, too. “My hobby is hav-

ing sex,” she said. “I’m the girl

next door who loves playing slut.”
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Taylor describes her clothing style as

“casual when I’m with my friends and

like a porn star on a date. I know that

when I go out on a date, the guy wants

to look at my titties, and I don’t wear

anything that gets in the way of his

view.” When Taylor showed up for her

shoot, she was wearing jeans and a T-

shirt. Before long, she was a sex god-

dess. “I’m proud of my tits,” she said.

“If I didn’t have them, I wouldn’t be

here right now. So I’d like to thank

God and my mother.” We’d like to

thank them, too, Taylor. This could

be the start of a beautiful friendship.
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BIRTHDAY: February 24

HEIGHT: 5’3”

WEIGHT: 153 lbs.

BRA SIZE: 36G

MEASURES: 44-30-38

LIVES: Toronto, Canada

VIDEOS: Online at

Scoreland.com.

TAYLOR STEELE
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BOOB SCIENCE
Continued from page 21
                                                                                        

voice, but can it be? Maggie Green?

I had heard this scene talked

about in planning meetings, but I

just didn’t think it would happen.

Maggie Green, the Internet super-

star who just months ago wouldn’t

even show her pussy on camera,

was going to do her first girl-girl

scene in the new feature movie

Boob Science. And she was going to

do it with Daphne Rosen, one of

the most famous big-titted porn

stars in the world, a woman who

takes cock in her ass as naturally as

most women breathe. Daphne

Rosen and Maggie Green. There

couldn’t be a more unlikely pairing.

I get to the set, and right there,

in living color, are Maggie and

Daphne, Daphne wearing a strap-

on, Daphne fucking Maggie in the

missionary position. Maggie looks

up and sees me.

“Hi, Dave,” she says, smiling,

dildo still lodged in her pussy. Then

she goes back to what she’s doing.

Or what she’s having done to her.

Daphne moves the strap-on from

Maggie’s pussy to her tits and starts

fucking her, then a load of fake cum

squirts out of the dildo and

onto Maggie’s chest.

“Oh, rub it in all over my

big titties,” Maggie says,

boldly, lustfully, and I know

that in a matter of months,

Maggie has transformed her-

self from shy girl to porn-

nymph-in-the-making.

Later, after the fucking,

Maggie tells me, “I wanted

to do my first girl-girl with

someone who knew what

they were doing because I

wanted it to be good. I knew

Daphne would do me right,

and she did!”

Daphne gives Maggie the

thumbs-up of approval. She is

the veteran porn star on this

shoot, surrounded by girls who have

never fucked on camera. For exam-

ple, the next day, editor Bruce and I

are on the set as Daphne shoots the

opening of Aileen Ghettman’s first

hardcore scene.

Now, I’m supposed to be a good

boy in this scene. I’m supposed to

act professional, like a corporate

businessman, but as

Daphne leans over the

desk, all I can see are

tits, tits bulging every-

where, and when the

sex scene starts and

Aileen takes her boobs

out and starts playing

with them, I’m on the verge of an

inadvertent explosion.

What’s really amazing, though, is

that Aileen doesn’t seem nervous,

even though this is her first scene.

Later on, Eva Notty doesn’t seem

nervous, either, when she’s shooting

her first boy-girl scene. Afterwards,

I point out to Eva that even experi-

enced porn sluts don’t lick and suck

balls like she does.

“That’s because I love licking and

sucking balls,” she says. “I really got

off on the camera rolling while I

was doing it. I could definitely get

into this porn thing.”

All week, Daphne is walking

around the sets and sitting in the

studio, giving the girls advice, offer-

ing them tips on angles and posi-

tions. The girls listen politely, but

they don’t seem to need advice…or

maybe they’re just fast learners.

One girl who definitely doesn’t

need advice is Angel Gee. Angel

loves to fuck, and when she

finds out that her scene is a

four-way with Daphne and

two guys, she’s very excited.

“I want to lick the cum off

Daphne’s tits,” Angel tells me.

“I think that would be so hot.

Especially if she just got

fucked in the ass.”

And, of course, it

happens, just like Angel

wanted. There are five XXX

debutantes in Boob Science,

but what’s amazing is that

these girl don’t act like first-

timers. Really, they don’t act at

all! The story of the movie is

pure fiction, well-acted by the

girls and guys. But the sex?

It’s 100% real!

“I WANT TO LICK THE CUM

OFF DAPHNE’S TITS,” ANGEL

TELLS ME. AND SHE DOES!
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IVY’S TITS HAVE COME OF AGE. HER E-CUP

NATURALS ARE BEGGING TO BE SUCKLED.

Here’s Ivy Darmon making her encore appearance, trying to get

you to look her in the eyes. Fat chance of that happening, Ivy!

You’re beautiful, but your breasts are hypnotizing…soft, full, firm

E-cups that seem to have an extra plumpness to them. And isn’t

that true of so many girls from the Czech Republic? Compare Ivy’s

tits to Sophie Mae’s in the Holiday ’09 issue, and you’ll be struck

by their similarities in terms of fullness, plumpness and texture.

Ivy’s and Sophie’s racks bulge from bras in the same way, too.
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BIRTHDAY: Nov. 22

HEIGHT: 5’8”

WEIGHT: 136 lbs.

BRA SIZE: 36E

MEASUREMENTS:

42-28-38

PREVIOUS SCORE

APPEARANCE:

November ’09

VIDEO: Ripe Racks

(X-Rated, available on

page nine of this issue)

IVY DARMON
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In Ripe Racks, her first DVD (available on page nine), Ivy is looking

super hot in a purple bra that displays overflowing, voluptuous cleav-

age (kind of like you’re seeing here but in live action). She puts on a

bra show, making sure we see her tits from every angle, but guess

what? None of the bras fit! That’s no surprise, considering that the

bra she was wearing in this layout didn’t fit, either. Oh, well! Ivy

keeps trying to stuff her tits into the bras, but she finally gives up and

fingers her pussy. And that’s a consolation prize we can live with!
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4 ways to watch movies at home!*
SCOREOnDemand.com is the new Video On
Demand site now offering SCORE movies in four
different options. Pay-Per-Minute lets you buy
minutes that you can use to jump from scene to
scene. Streaming Media allows you to rent a
movie for a week or a month and watch it any-
time. Downloadable Rentals lets you save a
movie on your computer for a week or a month
so you don’t have to log in to see it. With the
Burn-to-DVD option, make your own DVDs at
home if you don’t want DVDs shipped to your
address plus you save on shipping costs.
* We apologize but SCORE on Demand service is not 

available for Mac users at this time
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SCORE 45

WHEN IT COMES TO FINDING NEW WAYS

TO GET US EXCITED, MORGAN IS NO. 1!

What more can be said about Morgan Leigh that hasn’t already

been said? That she’s one of the best SCORE Girls ever? She

narrowly missed being included in this issue’s “Top 10 of the

Decade,” and we expect there to be a lot of controversy that she

wasn’t. That her super-slim, super-stacked body makes her the

epitome of the SCORE Girl? We’ve already said that many times!
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The idea for this set was Morgan’s. “I thought it would be

sexy to shoot a layout in a dank warehouse,” she said. “It’s

not what you would normally expect in a girlie magazine.

And then when I saw the ropes, my first thought was, ‘I

think I could do some kinky things with those!’ Of course,

the mesh top was a natural. I’d have to say this is the most

unusual layout I’ve ever done, and the most fun, too! I love

the photo of the rope wrapped around my breast. It turned

out just as I’d hoped!” As Morgan would say, brilliant! You

can see a video of this scene in the DVD Top Heavy Teasers. 
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BIRTHDAY: Sept. 11

HEIGHT: 5’4” 

WEIGHT: 106 lbs.

BRA SIZE: 30J

MEASUREMENTS:

40-23-34

PREVIOUS SCORE

APPEARANCES: Aug.

’09, Jan. ’09, July ’08,

Feb. ’08, May ’07

VIDEOS: Top Heavy

Teasers and Tits ‘n’ Tugs

3 (both available on

page nine). A video of

this pictorial is online

at Scoreland.com.)

MORGAN
LEIGH
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Sharday Sharday 
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BY DAVE ROSENBAUM

W
hen readers
opened up the
January 2000

SCORE, they saw a maga-
zine that was very similar
to the magazine they’d been
reading and jacking to since
1993. The magazine served
up its usual share of out-
standing newcomers, includ-
ing one, Cindy Cupps, who
would go on to become one
of the top models of the
decade. The split between
slim-n-stacked and naturally
stacked models was just
about 50-50, reflecting the
split in readers’ tastes.
Alyssa Alps had her “On
The Road” column, most of
the videos ads were for solo

Crystal Gunns Crystal Gunns 
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Karina Hart  Karina Hart  
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VHS versions (DVDs having
not yet gone mainstream) and a
reader complained about there
being too many naturally
stacked girls in the mag.
As for the girls themselves,

they showed off their big tits,
spread their legs and got us
hard and off, just as they and
their predecessors had been
doing since SCOREwas born.
They didn’t finger their pussies.
They didn’t use dildos. And
they definitely didn’t fuck. No
way! Not in the pages of a

Julia Miles Julia Miles 
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Janet Jade  Janet Jade  
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newsstand magazine!
Readers of that January 2000

issue of SCORE couldn’t have 
predicted what the new decade
would bring. That 10 years later,
naturals would greatly outnumber
slim-n-stacked augmented girls in
SCORE. That the girls in the mag
would not only finger their
pussies but insert dildos and,
incredibly, even fuck and suck.
Right there on the newsstand.
Right there in the pages of your

Merilyn Sakova Merilyn Sakova 
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Christy Marks Christy Marks 
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favorite big-boob magazine.
The big-boobed girl next
door, the girl of your dreams,
was now carrying out your
wildest fantasies right in
front of your eyes.

On the calendar, January
2000 was only 10 years ago.
But it might as well have
been another age.

Of course, one could easily
argue that the 10 girls who
we’ve chosen as our “Breast
of the Decade” would have
been just as welcome in a
circa 1995 issue of SCORE as

Nicole Peters Nicole Peters 
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they are now. Can anyone say that
Christy Marks, Nicole Peters,
Sharday, Cindy Cupps, Crystal
Gunns, Ines Cudna, Julia Miles,
Karina Hart and Janet Jade aren’t
perfect SCORE Girls? Or how about
Ines with her natural beauty?
Nicole, Christy and Karina with
their huge naturals? Janet is the
epitome of black ‘n’ stacked, just as
Sammie Black had been in the
1990s. Crystal Gunns won 2002
Newcomer of the Year. She could
have won any other year in SCORE

Cindy Cupps Cindy Cupps 

Continued on page 84
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Ines Cudna Ines Cudna 
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TAYLOR STEVENS ALWAYS HAD THE TITS

TO BE IN SCORE. THE BODY CAME LATER.

This is Taylor Stevens (our second Taylor from Canada of the

issue), and if you’d told us five years ago that she would be a

SCORE Girl, we would’ve said, “No way!” Back then, Taylor

was an XL girl, and a great one, too, with a big, curvy body.

But then…“I just wanted to be healthy and happy and be able

to do the things I loved,” she said. So she shed the weight,

and presto…she’s a SCORE Girl! “I am the same giving, loving

person I was before,” she said. “I’m just way hotter now!”

SCORE 63
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Blonde, slim, stacked. And

damn, can she ever fill out

a bra! Taylor loves packing

her tits into tight tops that

are a few sizes too small,

and she loves her new body.

“I try to wear bras but these

babies always want out!”

she said. “Every time I wear

a bra, I seem to break it.

And I love wearing the sexi-

est things, like low-cut out-

fits. I love causing a scene.

I’ve caused so many acci-

dents and caused a lot of

guys to walk into poles.”

With her new look, the acci-

dent rate and temperatures

are rising in Canada. Wel-

come to SCORE, Taylor!
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BIRTHDAY: Sept. 20

HEIGHT: 5’4”

WEIGHT: 127 lbs.

BRA SIZE: 36F

MEASURES: 42-26-32

LIVES: Toronto, Canada

VIDEO: Online at

Scoreland.com.

TAYLOR STEVENS
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studio reflecting on a pair of huge boobs
is gorgeous.

3. Jiggle about more but look as if
they are enjoying themselves. I can tell
when the girl doesn’t want to do it.

4. Slap their tits so we can hear the
slapping sound of their tits against their
skin.–S.W., via email

THE AGE-OLD QUESTION: WHY

DO MEN LIKE BIG BOOBS?

Dear SCORE,
I was at work a week ago and saw the

most incredible woman. She was
Mexican. She had a wonderful body.
She had the most beautiful breasts, like
a SCORE Girl. She was older and had a
body like a 20-year-old. She has a
daughter who is beautiful, too. But the
mom is hotter. Her husband is a lucky
bastard. I wish you could have seen her.
She would have made a great SCORE
Girl.

I asked a friend this question (she is a
lesbian), and now I’m going to ask you.
Why do we as men like big boobs? I
would also like to ask this question to
SCORE models, too.–M.V., via email

Dear M.V.: You are pondering one of the
great mysteries of life, one we invite readers
to answer. We have asked many models that
question, and many of them talk about
breast feeding during infancy. We’re not so
sure about that, but who knows? By the
way, what did your lesbian friend say? And
what do you think? And, hey, don’t lesbians
like big tits? They must!

BREASTS SO BIG, YOU CAN SEE

’EM WHEN HER BACK IS TURNED!

Dear SCORE,
The other day, I was walking down

the street with my girlfriend when I
dropped my wallet. I bent down to pick
it up, and my girlfriend continued
walking. (She hadn’t noticed I dropped
anything). I then fell in step behind her
to catch up to her and for the first time
noticed you could actually see her tits
from directly behind her. (I’m sure the
tight sweater she was wearing helped.)
I was immediately turned on.

We were on our way to her apart-
ment anyway, and I was easily able to
seduce her into bed. I started to fuck her
doggie-style, and I made sure her chest
and stomach were pinned against the

SCORECARD
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FUCKING SUMMER SINN

IS THE BEST WAY TO

CELEBRATE A BIG WIN!

Ever notice how the winners in

Vegas always have hot broads on

their arms? Believe us, it’s not

because of their good looks (Robert

DeNiro managed to bag Sharon

Stone in the movie Casino). In

Vegas, the dealers get the tips, the

winners gets the tits… something

Summer Sinn is demonstrating in

this scene. The dude hanging all

over her isn’t much to look at, but

he’s on a roll, and he’s letting Sum-

mer roll as the chips keep piling up.

How much does it cost to get a big-

titted Vegas hooker like Summer

Sinn in the sack? It’s not a matter

of how much. It’s a matter of having

more than anyone else at the table.
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This guy must’ve had a big night at

the tables because Summer’s giving

him the V.I.P. treatment: sucking his

cock, wrapping her tits around his

dick, giving up her pussy and letting

him cum all over her JJ-cup rack.

And just to let her know how much

he appreciates her services, Mr.

Lucky throws her a couple of extra

chips, too. Because being a big

spender on a girl like Summer

makes a guy feel good, and knowing

you fucked away your money on

fucking Summer, rather than fucking

it back in the slot machines, is a

good feeling. You can bet on that.
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BIRTHDAY: April 23

HEIGHT: 5’2”

WEIGHT: 116 lbs.

BRA SIZE: 34JJ

MEASUREMENTS:

44-24-35

PREVIOUS SCORE

APPEARANCES: Jan.

’09 (XXX), April ’08

(XXX), April ’07 (XXX)

VIDEO: Stacked &

Suckin’ and Big-Tit A

List (both XXX-Rated

and available on page

nine). Many others avail-

able at eBoobStore.com.

SUMMER SINN
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bed. I then reached down and pulled
each of her tits out to the side so I
could watch them wobble while I
drilled her. It was some of the best sex
I ever had. She was pretty happy, too.

For those of you who have a big-tit-
ted girlfriend or wife, try to see if you
can see her tits from behind. If you can,
consider yourself lucky.–T.N., via email

IF THE GIRLS WON’T SPREAD, HE

DOESN’T WANT TO SEE THEM!

Dear SCORE,
I have seen all three appearances of

Ashley Sage Ellison in SCORE (Holiday
’09, Sept. ’09 and June ’09). She looks
good, but she does not belong in
SCORE, and you need to stop. All of her
pictorials have been real bad.

You have also had some other girls
who do not need to be in SCORE. If
these girls don’t want to show anything,
why do you use them? We want to see
girls who want to show what they’ve
got. If Ashley is not going to show the
readers anything, I hope this is the last
time we see her. And if she wins
“Newcomer of the Year,” well, I won’t
subscribe to SCORE anymore.–James,
via email

Dear James: The debate over whether
Ashley belongs in SCORE is ongoing with
readers split over the issue. The question of
whether she’s Newcomer of the Year will be

SCORECARD
Continued from page 68
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decided by the readers and members of
Scoreland.com. Other than choosing the
finalists, we have no say in who wins
Newcomer of the Year and Model of the Year
and who gets voted into the SCORE Big-
Boob Hall of Fame. So, James, please, don’t
hold us accountable!

HE SHOULD THANK ANNINA

FOR FUCKING THAT BIG COCK!

Dear SCORE,
Just want to thank all responsible for

posting the XXX “Annina Meets Black
Diesel” in the January ’10 issue. Abso-
lutely great XXX action. The photogra-
pher did an excellent job showcasing
her lovely face and fantastic breasts dur-
ing the entire segment regardless of
what the duo was engaging in. And
bravo for including tit-fucking action. I
hope more of Annina keeps cumming
and cumming.–S.G., via email

Dear S.G.: Thanks for writing. The video
of Annina’s amazing scene with Diesel is
online at Scoreland.com.

THE COVERS OF OUR DVDs ARE

WORTH LOOKING AT, TOO!

Dear SCORE,
The DVD Mamazon looks like a treat!

I especially like the Alexis Silver tit-
sucking cover image. Please try publish-
ing it as a full-pager in SCORE. I’m
guessing there will be a Mamazon spe-
cial issue. That tit-sucking looks just as
good as the Terry Nova hot tub three-
way tit-suck in Eleuthera. I’m hoping to
see it as a full-page photo, too.
Also, the Janet Jade cover from Tits &

Tugs 4 deserves a full magazine page.
Probably the most-hardcore shot we’ll
ever see Janet in.–S.A., Sweden

Dear S.A.: Rather than doing a special
issue devoted to Mamazon, our coverage of
this great new DVD was spread over sever-
al issues, beginning with a sneak preview in
the October ’09 issue. Then we ran full
XXX pictorials from Mamazon of Alia
Janine (Nov. ’09), Daylene Rio (Dec. ’09),
Alexis Silver and Shyla Shy (Holiday ’09)
and Kali West (Jan. ’10).

A SPECIAL REQUEST FROM AFAR

Dear SCORE,
Can I request new pictures of Amber

Brooks, Minka and Kayla Kleevage? I
especially like Amber. Can you please
shoot each one by the pool? However, I
don’t like them oiling up their bodies. I
just want to see them wearing high-
heeled mules and nothing
else.–E., The Philippines, via email
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WHAT IF THE GIRL

NEXT DOOR LOOKED

JUST LIKE NADIA?

For many of us, the ultimate

fantasy is seeing the busty girl

next door getting naked in

SCORE. Nadia, a 19-year-old

student from Northern Ireland,

is that girl. “I’m not doing this

to make money,” she said. “Who

knows if I’ll ever do it again? I

watch porn, but I’m not kinky. I

did this to have fun and make

my neighbor’s fantasy come

true. He told me he reads

SCORE. I hope he enjoys this!”
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BIRTHDAY: Oct. 25

HEIGHT: 5’6”

WEIGHT: 134 lbs.

BRA SIZE: 36F

MEASURES: 42-28-36

LIVES: Northern

Ireland

NADIA
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history, too. She, like Cindy Cupps (and
Morgan Leigh) are classic slim-n-
stacked SCORE Girls. So how much has
really changed?

One could also answer that question
by looking at the Model of the Year
competition, which has seen two super-
stars from the 1990s (Minka and Linsey
Dawn McKenzie) take home the prize,
Minka in 2005 and Linsey in 2004. So
things haven’t changed, right? Two girls
from the 1990s with completely differ-
ent body types managed to remain pop-
ular in the 2000s.

But look closer. One could argue that
one of the reasons for Minka’s contin-
ued popularity is that she’s a super-hot
hardcore performer. Well, in the 1990s,
girls didn’t do hardcore in SCORE. And
would Linsey have remained viable
through the 2000s if she hadn’t decided
to do hardcore? We’ll never know, and
Linsey’s greatness (like Minka’s) is
impossible to argue. But it’s certainly a
subject for a debate over longevity.
Because we’re always asking our girls
to do something new.

We do know that everything changed
with the April 2000 issue. That issue
contained a 32-page insert called
“SCORE Xtra,” and in it, Heather
Michaels and several other girls were
seen fucking and sucking. The black
dots that had previously censored these
actions were nowhere to be seen. A fea-
ture called “The Art of Cock-Sucking”
was not a written article. It was a six-
page pictorial in which Minka, Brittany
Andrews, Sierra, 1998 Newcomer of the
Year Haley Hills and others were suck-
ing cock. The cover of the April ’00 issue
promised a “NEW XXXPLICIT SEC-
TION,” but the coverline of the next
issue was more on the mark: “BIG
BOOB XXXPLOSION.” Because big-tit
mags as we had known them had been
blown to bits. Exploded. And in their
place, a bold, new, XXX era. Before long,
the dildos were coming out (and going
in) in the main mag.

One thing that hasn’t changed since
the April ’00 issue is reader reaction to
the hardcore layouts. Most like it. Some
don’t, wanting to preserve the fantasy
that this is the girl you’ll marry, the girl
you want to bring home to meet the
parents, and that kind of girl doesn’t
fuck and suck strangers in a men’s mag-

BEST OF DECADE
Continued from page 60
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azine. But attitudes towards that have
changed, too. For many of us, SCORE
Girls have gone from being the girls we
want to marry to the girls we want to
jack to…and who says a girl can’t be
both at the same time? Perhaps that’s
why pictorials of Merilyn Sakova and
Christy Marks in wedding dresses
proved to be so popular at the same
time that Christy’s hardcore videos
(Christy Marks Gets Fucked and Christy
Marks Anal Angel) have been so popular
and so many readers have begged
Merilyn Sakova to do a hardcore video
(something she has, so far, refused to
do; even a tits and tugs video or pictori-
al has not appealed to Merilyn, yet she
remains popular. Go figure.).

Outsiders might look at this set of cir-
cumstances and decide, “These guys are
confused.” But maybe the real truth is
that there’s room in our minds for all
kinds of fantasies–good girl, bad girl,
girl we want to bring home to mama,
girl we want to fuck every which way
and turn into our personal slut–and that
the progression (yes, progression) from
softcore to hardcore in the magazines
and DVDs has opened up more possi-
bilities. It has expanded our minds to
new ideas for jacking. And it has chal-
lenged the SCORE staff, too.

For example, when we set sail for the
fifth Boob Cruise on April 29, 2000, we
had no idea that it would be the last
time we’d sail. Logistics and changing
times would make a sixth Cruise diffi-
cult, if not impossible, so we had to find
new, creative ways to get the girls and
our photographers out of the studio and
into beautiful environments.

So, in 2001, we flew Lorna Morgan,
Kerry Marie, Chloe Vevrier, Chaz and
Desirae to the Florida Keys for On
Location Key Largo. This resulted in one
of our best-selling videos ever (yes, the
DVD era still was a few years away),
and we certainly noticed that every girl
in the video was natural. It was a noble
experiment and, as it turned out, a very
fruitful one. Some of the most beautiful,
erotic pictorials ever of the five girls
came out of that week in the Keys.

Of course, we weren’t ready to leave
the slim-n-stacked 1990s behind, and
we knew you weren’t either (you still
aren’t). So, for our next project, we
stayed in the Florida Keys but brought
along very different girls: SaRenna Lee,
Minka, Kayla Kleevage, Maxi Mounds,
Casey James and Plenty UpTopp joined
us for Mega-Boob Olympics, in which the
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girls competed, so to speak, in several
events that we created to focus on their
enormous boob power. Like On Location
Key Largo, Mega-Boob Olympics was a
tremendous success. And, so, we
thought we had the answer to our ques-
tion, “What do SCORE Men want?”
They want everything.

And yet, it’s impossible to overlook
the fact that of the nine Newcomers of
the Year in the 2000s (2009’s has yet to
be announced), six were natural. And
that, driven by sales figures, the majori-
ty of our special projects in the 2000s
have focused on naturals. In fact, since
Mega-Boob Olympics, every one of them
has: “Hungary For Hooters,” “On
Location Costa Del Sol,” “Busty Ladies
of Wrestling” and “Big-Boob Paradise.”
But these facts only help to explain the
trend because there’s another reason:
Fewer mega-busted, slim ‘n’ stacked
babes out there than in the 1990s. Girls
like Crystal Gunns, Cindy Cupps,
Morgan Leigh, Annina and Angel Gee
are standing out more than ever
because there are so few girls like them.

And perhaps it’s our imagination, but
natural tits seem to have become larger.
Compare the girls of the 2000s to those
of 1999, which in the ’90s was consid-
ered the boon year for naturals. That
year brought us Kerry Marie, Sylvia
Panda, Diane Poppos and Lorna
Morgan. Impressive, no doubt. But look
at the naturals in our “Breast of the
Decade” layout. Your eyes aren’t lying:
The girls from the 2000s are bustier!

Of course, the oldest cliche in the
world is that the more things change,
the more they stay the same. It’s also
true that everything that’s old is new
again. And that everything that goes
around, comes around. Indeed, as we
embark on a new decade, there are indi-
cations that the slim ‘n’ stacked 1990s
might be coming back, thanks to recent
advances in boob science. The natural
look is in today? Well, don’t blink
because the Barbie doll look is going to
be back in favor tomorrow. And when it
happens, SCORE will be right on top of
it…so to speak! And if there’s another
trend in big boobs, we’ll be there, too.
Because boobs are our passion.

We’re already feeling the winds of
change. Adult feature films with plots
were popular in the 1970s and 1980s.
When home video became popular, we
saw a shift from XXX movies with plots
to XXX compilation videos that were all
fucking, very little story. Now, little by
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little, we’re seeing a return to the plot-
driven hardcore films of the 1980s. At
SCORE, recent releases such as Mama-
zon (filmed on-location in a jungle) and
Boob Science (see the sneak preview on
pages 12-21 of this issue) reflect that
trend. Sales of Mamazon reenforce it:
Once again, you want fuck films with
plots. And we’ll give them to you.

But other cliches also ring true as one
decade ends and another begins. Give
them an inch, they’ll take a foot is one of
them. Ten years ago, most SCOREMen
would have been very happy seeing
their favorite girl spreading her pussy
or sticking a finger inside. These days,
many readers won’t vote for a girl in
our annual awards competitions unless
she’s done hardcore. And you want
more than straight fuck and sucking.
You want anal. DPs. Three-ways. The
harder the better. We don’t expect that
to change at all.

It is impossible to predict the un-
known. Chances are that the Holiday
2019 issue of SCOREwill have many
similarities to this issue. The hardcore
trend is here to stay. It’s no longer a
trend. It’s a given. Or so we think. We’ll
probably have more girls like Morgan
Leigh, Angel Gee and Annina, but we
might have more girls like Karina Hart
and Merilyn Sakova. Which reflects
another development from the 2000s
that we’ve yet to touch upon: The
expansion of the big-boob universe.

When this century started, almost
every SCOREGirl came from one of
two places: the United States or the
United Kingdom. Oh, sure, we had girls
from Germany, France, South America,
Australia and Scandinavia, too. But
they were the exceptions, not the rule.

Nobody could have guessed that in
the first decade of this century, we
would witness an influx of girls from
Eastern Europe, particularly the Czech
Republic. Karina Hart became our first
Czech Newcomer of the Year. Merilyn
Sakova became our first Ukrainian New-
comer of the Year. Every issue of SCORE
has several girls who are not from the
U.S. or the UK. Already this year, we
have Arianna Sinn (Feb. ’10), who looks
like a top contender for 2010 Newcomer
of the Year.

Where will we travel this decade?
How will the big-boob universe
expand? Which country has an unhar-
vested crop of big-boobed girls, ready to
make our fantasies come true?

We can’t wait to find out!
18479
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CYNTHIA FLOWERS

HAS ONE GOAL:

TO FUCK AS MANY

MEN AS SHE CAN.

Cynthia Flowers didn’t tell us

that. She couldn’t. She’s

Hungarian and doesn’t speak a

word of English. But you know

what they say…actions speak

louder than words. When

Cynthia showed up at our

makeshift studio in Prague,

Czech Republic, she was

dressed to fuck. And when our

stunt cock showed up for the

shoot, they engaged in ab-

solutely no conversation. After

all, how could he talk when his

mouth was full of Cynthia’s

tits, and how could she talk

when her mouth was full of his

cock? Notice the suction

action in the photo below.

Cynthia’s cheek is puckering

as she swallows this total

stranger’s dick. This is a girl

who doesn’t merely fuck and

suck cock. She savors it. She

devours it. She eats it whole. 
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Cynthia was discovered by accident. After shooting Arianna Sinn

(who debuted in the Feb. ’10 issue), our studio staff took Arianna

out on the town in Prague. When they walked into a bar, there–tits

popping out of a low-cut shirt, fuck-me pumps propping up her ass,

men hanging all over her–was Cynthia. Arrangements were made (not

easy with the language gap), and a day later, Cynthia was taking her

clothes off and fucking for your pleasure. And definitely hers, too.
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BIRTHDAY: Sept. 27

HEIGHT: 5’10”

WEIGHT: 134 lbs.

BRA SIZE: 36F

MEASUREMENTS:

42-28-36

PREVIOUS SCORE

APPEARANCE: Feb.’10

VIDEO: A XXX-rated

video is available online

at Scoreland.com.

CYNTHIA
FLOWERS
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Sex In The Titties RATED XXX

Six breast friends spend
most of their time fucking,
except for Renee Ross,
who’s still waiting for the
right guy to give up her
pussy to. But with the
help of Big (her trusty
dildo) and the tongues
and fingers of her girl-
friends (including Selena
Castro), she’s always
cumming. Renee and her
friends get freaky in a
big-tit orgy, plus lots of
XXX action. 120 MIN-
UTES ON DVD & VHS, 

Camelia Davis $3995 PLUS S&H

Busty Bang Sessions RATED XXX

Your busty bang session
is about to begin with six
babes who need to get
off and want you to help.
Shot entirely in P.O.V.
Harmony Heart sucks
cock like you’ve never
seen it before, Danielle
Derek takes a giant dick
in her little pussy and
Daphne Rosen loves to
get fucked in her tight
ass. Plus Diamond
Foxxx, Jade Feng and
Jolie Rain. 90 MIN. ON
DVD OR VHS

Danielle Derek $3995

Top Heavy Teasers RATED X

Ten SCORE Girls
encase their gigantic
tits in tight tops, then
peel them off, letting
their boobs hang free
before drilling their
pussies with fingers
and fuck sticks. Stars
Cindy Cupps, Deena
Duos, Morgan Leigh,
Summer Sinn, Lexxi
Tyler, Tara Moon,
Brianna Costello, Mia
Starr, Kylee Nash and
Goldie Blair. 120 MIN.
ON DVD AND VHS

Morgan Leigh $3995

Stacked & Serviced RATED XXX

Dominno, Jana,
Rachel Love, Lucy
Love and Jasmine
Black are handy girls
who are good at getting
you off with their tits,
mouths and pussies.
Jasmine uses her ass,
too. Need a light bulb
fixed? Having trouble
with your car? These
chicks have no idea
what they’re doing, but
they definitely know
how to fuck! 110 MIN.
ON DVD AND VHS

Dominno $3995
PLUS S&H

Stacked Street Sluts #3 RATED XXX

It’s your secret fan-
tasy–go out in your car
and pick up a busty
hooker–but it ain’t safe
and it ain’t legal. We’re
taking all the risk out of
it. Sexy, newcomer
Sharon Pink, gets her
mouth, tits and pussy
fucked for cash. Same
with the other five
babes: Holly Halston,
Amber Lynn, Puma
Swede, Sara Jay and
Candy Manson. 120
MIN. ON DVD AND VHS

Sharon Pink $3995
PLUS S&H

Big-Tit P.O.V. Anal Edition RATED XXX

Hot girls, big tits, anal
sex. What could be hot-
ter? In this raunchfest,
five curvy dolls get their
back doors busted and
pounded until their ass-
holes are painted pearly
cum-white, all in P.O.V.!
If you’ve ever dreamt of
ass-fucking Daphne
Rosen, mocha slut
Alexis Silver or MILF
Holly Halston, all your
wet dreams are about to
cum true.  120 MINUTES
ON DVD AND VHS

Daphne Rosen $3995
PLUS S&H

®

PLUS S&H

PLUS S&H
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Tits & Tugs 4 RATED XXX

Nothing feels better
around your cock than a
big, fleshy pair of tits, and
these six babes know the
havoc they’re wreaking in
your testicles. If natural tits
are where it’s at for you,
this is the movie you’ve
been waiting for. All tug-
jobs and tit-fucking be-
cause that’s what you
want! Janet Jade, Alexis
Silver, Brandy Talore,
Jolie Rain, Rachel Love
and Chavon Taylor. 120
MIN. ON DVD OR VHS  

Brandy Talore $3995
PLUS S&H

Busty Riding Academy RATED XXX

We went to Hungary to
film our most spectacu-
lar on-location feature
ever. Karina Hart,
Christy Marks, Terry
Nova, Melissa
Mandlikova, Jasmine
Black and Kristy
Klenot want to learn
how to ride horses, but
they end up riding
cocks. Features a four-
way with Christy and
Terry, and Karina’s first
tit-fuck! 120 MIN. ON
DVD, VHS & BLU-RAY

Karina Hart
$3995/ $4995

Christy Marks Anal Angel RATED XXX

Christy Marks gives up
her sweet virgin butthole
to a big cock in this ass-
tonishing DVD. But first,
Christy is educated in the
art of anal preparation by
assfuckologist Holly Hal-
ston. It’s one of the hot-
test scenes we’ve ever
filmed. Also, Christy drives
a cab and fucks her pas-
senger in the backseat;
goes tit-to-tit with Cassan-
dra Calogera and puts on
a wild big-tit show. 120
MIN. ON DVD AND VHS

Christy Marks $3995
PLUS S&H

Rack Riders RATED XXX

The ride is always
smooth and soft with six
naturally stacked babes
who use their mouths,
pussies and huge racks
to take you for the most
XXXciting trip of your life.
Starring Jasmine Black,
Terry Nova, Cassandra
Calogera,  Jolie Rain,
Brandy Talore and
Whitney Stevens. Shot
entirely from your point of
view so you’ll feel like
they’re doing you! 90
MIN. ON DVD AND VHS

Whitney Stevens $3995
PLUS S&H

Sexed & Suckled RATED XXX

All stacked, all natural, all
XXX! 2009 newcomers
Shyla Shy, Mianna
Thomas and Dixie
Devereaux are super-
built babes who love to
suck, fuck and use their
huge tits to milk the cum
out of cocks, and this is
their first XXX! They’re
joined by Brandy Talore,
redhead Veronika, and a
five-way orgy with
Angelina, Terry Nova &
Marille. 100 MIN. ON
DVD OR VHS

Mianna Thomas $3995
PLUS S&H

Busty Slut Expo RATED XXX

ORDER NOW ON PAGE 9
SEE THEM NOW AT SCOREonDemand.com

Nine big-titted sluts use their mouths, cunts and racks to drain the cum from your balls. Plus two lapping lezzies,
Kianna Dior & Lexxi Tyler, in full-on girlie sex. Features newcomers Anika Anderson, Selexia Rae, Angelina
Castro & Diamond Foxxx, plus Asian Kiko Lee in her first XXX DVD. Also fucking and sucking: Candy
Manson, June Summers, Carly Parker, Dylan Ryder and Diamond Foxxx. 206 MINUTES ON DVD & VHS, 

$3995
PLUS S&H

Anika
Anderson

Selexia
Rae

June
Summers

Angelina
Castro
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